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Global PMI  
Global economy settles into lower gear,  

but US bucks slowdown trend  
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Global economy settles into lower gear  
Å PMI survey data indicate that global economic growth has settled into a slower (but still robust) pace in recent months. At 53.8 

in April, the headline JPMorgan Global Composite Output PMI Ê, compiled by IHS Markit, failed to regain even half of the 1.5 

point drop seen in March, leaving the rate of growth signalled much lower than that recorded earlier in the year. Nevertheless, 

the rate of increase was still in line with the average over 2017. As such, the PMI is consistent with global GDP rising at a 

reasonably solid annual rate of just over 2.5% (at market exchange rates) at the start of the second quarter.  

Å The composition of growth also appears to be changing, with the US showing increasing signs of driving the global expansion. US 

growth accelerated slightly in April, while growth across the eurozone  continued to run below the strong rates seen at the turn of 

the year.  The UK and Japan lagged behind again, though the latter enjoyed its strongest expansion for nearly a year.  

 Global PMI indicators*  
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Global PMI* output & economic growth  

Sources: IHS Markit, JPMorgan.  Source: IHS Markit, CIPS, Nikkei.  
* PMI shown above is a GDP-weighted average of the survey manufacturing and services indices.  
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Emerging markets report solid start to Q2  
Å The emerging market PMI continued to trail behind that of the developed world, with the gap widening in April since the start  of 

the year. Nonetheless, the recent spell of emerging market growth is the best recorded for five years.  

Å Growth ticked higher in Russia, China and India to provide welcome news that economic growth has started on a solid footing at 

the start of the second quarter, albeit remaining below peaks seen at the turn of the year due in part to weakened export 

performances. China saw growth accelerate in both manufacturing and services, primarily fuelled by rising domestic demand as 

exports slipped into decline.  

Å Brazil meanwhile saw growth slide to a four -month low in April, but the survey data continue to indicate on -going economic 

recovery . Russia continued to record the strongest expansion of the BRIC economies.  

Emerging market PMI* output  
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Emerging v developed world PMI* output  

Sources: IHS Markit, JPMorgan.  Source: IHS Markit, Caixin.  
* PMI shown above is a GDP-weighted average of the survey manufacturing and services indices.  
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Northern Europe dominates global manufacturing, US closes gap  
Å Looking at just manufacturing, the headline PMI edged up 

from 53.3 in March to 53.5 in April. The latest reading failed 

to regain the peaks seen earlier in the year, but remained at 

a level consistent with global factory output rising at a solid 

annual rate of c.4 % (at market exchange rates ).  

Å While manufacturing continued to slow in the eurozone  and 

UK, down to 13 -  and 17 -month lows respectively, growth 

accelerated to a 43 -month high in the US, surpassing the 

euro area for the first time since late -2016 .  

Å A cluster of countries around Germany nevertheless 

continued to record the strongest manufacturing growth of 

all countries covered by the PMIs, led by the Netherlands.  

Sources: IHS Markit, JPMorgan, CBA, ISO, CIPS, NEVI, Nikkei, BME, Bank Austria, Investec , AERCE, Caixin, HPI, CBA.  
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Sources: IHS Markit, Caixin, CIPS, Nikkei.  
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Global jobs growth at decade high, but bottlenecks still on the rise  
Å Encouragingly, global new business inflows picked up pace again in April, albeit slightly below recent peaks, leading to a further 

increase in backlogs of work. Meanwhile, global employment growth was the joint -highest seen over the past decade as firms 

expanded capacity to meet fuller order books. The strength of new order growth and job creation further highlights the 

continuing robust health of the global economy, even if the overall pace of expansion has slowed since earlier in the year.  

Å It should also be noted that at least some of the slowdown was in part attributable to supply side constraints, including ski ll 

shortages and delivery delays for certain inputs, in turn reflecting the recent surge in demand for both employees and raw 

materials. Suppliersô delivery times showed the highest incidence of worldwide supply chain delays for seven years, a 

development which was again accompanied by rising prices as demand exceeded supply for many key inputs.  

 Global PMI supplier deliveries and prices  
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Global PMI* orders and employment  

Sources: IHS Markit, JPMorgan.  Source: IHS Markit, JP Morgan.  
* PMI shown above is a GDP-weighted average of the survey manufacturing and services indices.  
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